Wireless capsules for esophageal pH monitoring: are we placing them correctly?
Recommended Bravo capsule placement is 6 cm proximal to the squamocolumnar junction. This is because the junction resides 1 cm distal to the lower esophageal sphincter. To determine the positional accuracy of capsule placement compared with the ideal location in symptomatic patients. Retrospective analysis of consecutive symptomatic outpatients undergoing both capsule placement and esophageal manometry on the same day. Error in capsule placement (ECP) was calculated as the actual capsule position (ACP) minus the ideal capsule position (ICP) based on manometry results. An error in positioning < or =3 cm was deemed an accurate placement. Accurate placement of the capsule occurred in 91/147 (62%) patients. In patients with inaccurate placement, 92.9% were placed >3 cm proximal to the ICP. Only longer esophageal length correlated with the severity of proximal misplacement. There was no relationship between severity of ECP and whether the study demonstrated acid reflux. Our results suggest that endoscopic misplacement of Bravo capsules is common. Capsule misplacement proximally occurred far more frequently than distal misplacement. Capsule misplacement was not associated with pH study results.